
Keep essentials close at hand 
with undercounter refrigeration.     
Silver King undercounter refrigerators are built to keep up with everyday 
demand by strategically storing restaurant essentials throughout your 
operations. These compact units are designed to utilize the space 
underneath your countertop or other preparation surfaces. Using 
environmentally-conscious refrigerants and easily serviceable components, 
these workhorse units ensure that your most important ingredients are 
close by, properly stored, and ready when needed.

n Environmentally friendly R290 refrigerant
n High-efficiency refrigeration system
n Stainless steel exterior with galvanized back and bottom
n Aluminum interior with coved corners and finished edges
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Undercounter refrigerators are important to keeping food and beverage operations 
efficient — from point-of-use storage, display cases, to back-up supply. When investing 
in commercial grade refrigerators that provide functional storage, consider Silver King 
undercounter refrigerators. 
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To learn more about Undercounters, visit silverking.com

High-Density 
Insulation 

Eco-Friendly 
Refrigerant 

Foamed-in-place, CFC-free 
polyurethane insulation 
keeps cold air in while 
strengthening the overall 
unit — improving overall 
cost savings.

All Silver King equipment 
features R290 refrigerant, 
one of the most 
environmentally friendly 
choices with a global 
warming potential (GWP) 
of 3. R290 is proven safe, 
readily available, and 
familiar to service teams. 

Easy to Clean
Heavy-Duty 
Construction

The aluminum interior, 
coved corners, finished 
edges, plus easy lift out 
drawers and shelves make 
cleaning simple.  
 

Designed for the harshest 
commercial kitchen 
environments with a 
stainless steel exterior 
and galvanized back and 
bottom, aluminum interior, 
and heavy-duty casters.   

EASY TO CLEAN HEAVY-DUTY CONSTRUCTION

HIGH-DENSITY INSULATION
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM

High-Efficiency Refrigeration System 
Refrigerator units use forced air circulation to provide a uniform temperature throughout 
the cabinet. Freezer units additionally utilize automatic defrost, which self-manages ice 
buildup and evaporates moisture automatically. No unplugging or manual labor required. 
.


